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As hard as it may be to believe, there is life after Music
Conference Alberta! In fact, we are busy with a number
of projects including a new edition of our Alberta
Heritage Music Project taking place in Calgary in the
new year. Our casino, so essential to our very existence,
is in Calgary on February 14 and 15. We are still looking
for volunteers to discover the wild and wooly world of
casinos, to handle more money than we are ever likely
to in our normal lives (at one point I was carrying
$60,000 in cash during our last casino!) all the while
supporting the Alberta Music Education Foundation’s
activities. If you are interested in participating, please
contact us as soon as possible.
We have received some help from generous private
donors which will go towards our Keyboards for Kids
program and others.
While all those activities are exciting and rewarding, it is
time to change our priorities for a couple of weeks, to
spend time with our loved ones, to rest and recharge.
On behalf of the entire AMEF board, I’d like to wish you
all warmest wishes for the holiday season, and a 2018
filled with personal and professional success, health,
and ... music!

Rolf Bertsch,
Chair
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years, Robyn has also spent over fifteen years singing
and playing piano in the church setting, as well as
writing and recording original music.

ROBYN HÉBERT
NEW BOARD MEMBER BRINGS NEW ENERGY

With several years experience in music retail and office
administration, Robyn now finds herself working as an
Educational Services Consultant for Long & McQuade
Musical Instruments in Edmonton, serving schools and
music teachers all over Northern Alberta and the
Northern Territories. She is also involved in the
Edmonton music scene as an active performer in both
sacred and contemporary music, focusing most of her
attention on singing and playing keyboard in the
contemporary party/event dance band, Stiletto. Robyn
currently maintains a home studio where she spends
her time writing and recording original music with her
husband, and has a strong passion for singing as well as
an interest in musician/vocal health.
Robyn was approached in the spring of 2017 by her
former band & choral instructor and current music
mentor, Robert George, to consider joining the board of
AMEF. Since becoming involved in various aspects of
school music program development through her
position with Long & McQuade, and being an active
performer herself, it seemed to be a good fit. Robyn
looks forward to assisting with the programs and vision
of AMEF, and further contributing to the flourishing
music community in Edmonton.

Robyn Hébert is a 29 year old musician from Edmonton,
Alberta. Born and raised in southern Alberta, Robyn has
spent the majority of her life enveloped in music
education and a love for musical expression and
creativity. Having grown up in a musical family, learning
to play both piano and alto saxophone, Robyn soon
found her niche in vocal performance and composition.
Robyn holds a Bachelor of Arts in Theology degree with
a minor in Music from Summit Pacific College, affiliated
with Trinity Western University in British Columbia, with
a primary focus in voice. She has had the opportunity to
learn under several music instructors through the
University of Lethbridge and Trinity Western University,
including a total of eight years in private voice lessons
and two years playing saxophone in the University of
Lethbridge Wind Ensemble. While focusing her
attention on developing her vocal technique over the

Aside from her love for her music, Robyn enjoys other
hobbies such as interior design and crafting. She loves
spending time with her husband of 7 years and is an
avid cat-lover!
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By Joel Windsor
Research in music education continues to diversify, and yet
themes continue to emerge. Research delves into the
questions of what music education should be, how it should
exist, be delivered or even where it should be taught. In each
of these questions one seemingly universally accepted truth
remains; “that music is the quintessential human activity …
and is one that transcends language” (Fautley, 2017), and
that not only must we teach it, we must also learn to teach it
more effectively.
One theme that has emerged in research in music education
is the role music education has as a component of educating
our students on their role in society. Researchers are
travelling down a path that sees musicking education as a
means for social justice and inclusion. Multiculturalism as
expressed through music was a subject for a number of
authors in the past six months (Crawford, 2017; Yoo, 2017;
Zhang, 2017). An entire edition of the Music Educators
Journal was dedicated to inclusion of students with
disabilities in music education. The most significant focal
point in this subfield of music education research was on that
of social justice and equity in music education (Dobrota &
Ercegovac, 2017; Fuelberth & Todd, 2017; Kapalka Richerme,
2017; Salvador & Kelly-McHale, 2017; Shorner-Johnson,
2017).
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2017; Rajan, 2017; Yi, 2017). In the United States, the
vulnerability to political whims continues to be covered in
research, however advocacy endeavours have made an
impact in our neighbours to the south (Rajan, 2017; Shaw,
2018) (Rajan, 2017). “To properly put music education back
into schools and to fund the right kind of professional
development for music educators” is a goal being shared by
both educators and legislators (Odegaard, 2017). This will
likely also have an impact on the educational review we are
seeing in Alberta today.
In the last edition of The Clarion, we noticed three themes in
music education research, all pointing directly studentcentered outcomes. In the past six months we have seen
research that challenges the architecture that is music
education, including curriculum, formal vs. informal
musicking experiences, and social justice. As researchers
continue to make efforts to substantiate curricula under
review, practitioners need to ensure they do follow suit and
implement the latest research into their practice.
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By Crystal Krips
Back by popular demand following a successful first silent
auction at Music Conference Alberta in Banff in 2016, AMEF
organized a second silent auction at Music Conference
Alberta in Red Deer in October, 2017. The event was another
success, as 34 items were donated and auctioned off,
resulting in $1,415 raised for AMEF and the Alberta Band
Association. Most of the items were donated to AMEF, which
received the majority of the funds.
Items included for auction included tickets to concerts such as
the Instrumental Society of Calgary, Edmonton Opera,
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra , as well as artwork, hotel
stays, music lessons, wine basket, and a 1-week stay at a
luxury Mexican time share resort, to name a few.
AMEF would like to sincerely thank the donors to our silent
auction. Without your generosity, we would not have been
able to make this event the success that it was.
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The Contemporary Music Showcase has received grants
from AMEF many times, including the most recent in June
of 2017. They held their Gala Showcase on December 1.
By Crystal Krips
Through its granting program, the Alberta Music Education
Foundation is able to fulfill its mandate to promote, deliver
or participate in music education, workshops, camps,
festivals and programs. One of this year's recipients was
Contemporary Showcase Edmonton, which is a noncompetitive music festival where the aim is to "learn,
teach, and hear music that combines the pride of our
Canadian composers with the wonderful sounds of
contemporary music".
This festival hosted 154 participants representing 35
teachers, and classes included cello, violin, voice, piano,
creative music, ensembles, featured composer, and the
Joyce Oliver Alberta composer class. As well, the festival
society offers the Young Composer Program, which is an
opportunity for students to study composition in private
and group settings, finishing with a concert of their works.
Contemporary Showcase Edmonton held their Gala
Concert for their festival on December 1, 2017 in
Edmonton. It was attended by Past-Chair of the Alberta
Music Education Foundation Timothy Anderson.
“It was a wonderful demonstration of the youthful talent
we have in Alberta, not to mention the beauty of
Contemporary Canadian Classical Music”, said Anderson of
the evening. “I’m glad our organization could be a part of
this.”

Thank you to our Silent Auction Donors!
Timothy Anderson
Mary Elizabeth Archer
Rolf Bertsch
Victor Carson
Robert George
Rosemarie Horne
Stephanie Kusie, MP
Cheryl McClellan-Moody
Maria Medlow
Melrose and Bev Randell
Joel Windsor
Candlewood Suites
Deerfoot Inn and Casino

A LBERTA M USIC E DUCATION F OUNDATION P AST -C HAIR T IMOTHY
A NDERSON (R IGHT ) WITH C ONTEMPORARY SHOWCASE E DMONTON C O C HAIRS M ARLAINE O SGOOD (L EFT ) AND S YLVIA S HADICK -T AYLOR (C ENTRE )
AT THE F ESTIVAL G ALA C ONCERT ON D ECEMBER 1, 2017.

Other Recent Grant Recipients
Adult Recreational Choir Society
Lacombe & District Music Festival Association
MusiCamp Alberta
Winspear Centre
For more information about grants,
visit www.amef.ca

Our Casino is one of our most significant fundraisers, and
all proceeds go to support each of our programs. We are
in significant need of volunteers for our Casino on
February 14 and 15, 2018 at the Deerfoot Inn and Casino
in Calgary, Alberta. If you can help, please contact us at
info@amef.ca or by phone at (780) 409-8407.
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T HE M USIC C ONFERENCE ALBERTA RECEPTION ON THURSDAY , O CTOBER 26, 2017 WAS HEAVILY PACKED WITH MUSIC EDUCATORS FROM ACROSS THE PROVINCE
D ELEGATES INCLUDED MEMBERS OF THE ALBERTA B AND A SSOCIATION , THE ALBERTA M USIC E DUCATION F OUNDATION ,
C HOIR A LBERTA , THE ALBERTA REGISTERED M USIC T EACHERS ’ A SSOCIATION , THE ALBERTA S TRINGS A SSOCIATION AND THE ALBERTA K ODÁLY A SSOCIATION .

SEEKING TO RECONNECT WITH COLLEAGUES .

By Joel Windsor
“Teachers are the most important front line in the opening of
the minds of people to the wonders of music.”
These were the opening words by our keynote speaker Boris
Brott, an inspiring individual who spoke to delegates at Music
Conference Alberta about the important role we as music
educators have in the lives of young musicians.

“Each and every one of you
holds the keys to the kingdom
of great life altering inspiration
for every student you touch.”
Maestro Brott explained in his keynote the importance of the
interconnectedness between teacher and student in the
musical experience. As he puts it, “there is no greater calling

than to teach music”, an activity that implies we also be
learners of both music and of teaching.
That is precisely what took place at Music Conference Alberta
this past October; hundreds of music teachers from across
the province learning.
Brott provided delegates with a step-by-step approach to
encourage creativity, and reminded delegates that this wasn’t
only an approach we should expect of students, but also of
ourselves as teachers.
Step 1 – Drink in existing knowledge and develop a desire to
add to it. Perhaps one of the most overlooked components
of the creative process is to seek out what has already been
created, and in so doing develop the desire to build upon it.
Step 2 – Generate dozens of ideas that address the challenge.
Turn imaginations lose, discover many possible solutions
(even the ridiculous or impractical), and be playful with the
possibilities. “Failure here is our friend, our teacher, our test
track.”
Step 3 – Apply practical thinking to your best ideas. For the
first time, and never before, we hear the knocking of the real
world. By becoming practical we can select what works and
discard all else.
Step 4 – Present the solution and move on to the next
challenge. “To do this we must have faith and good
judgment. If we have invested craftsmanship in the previous
steps, our result will withstand any test.”

M AESTRO B ORIS BROTT S PEAKING AT M USIC C ONFERENCE A LBERTA 2017

… continued on the next page
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Concert on the Saturday evening did exactly that with
performances by the Alberta Band Association’s Wind
Symphony, Choir Alberta’s Honour Choir, and the Alberta
Music Education Foundation’s Student Recognition Award
recipients. Each of these ensembles highlighted young
musical talent from every corner of the province.

A C HORAL R EADING S ESSION AT M USIC C ONFERENCE ALBERTA 2017

… continued from the previous page …
Every teacher came into the conference with a desire to drink
up existing knowledge, and there was plenty of it at the
conference. Some of these experiences included the First
Nations Drum Songs for Children hosted by Sherryl
Sewepagaham, Dynamic Diction sessions with Shannon
Hiebert, discussions on Muslim music with Hussein
Janmohamed, historical Canadian music in sessions with
Sylvia Shadick-Taylor and Kathy Robinson, and even
classroom teaching tips with Adam Mailman and Sarah Drew.
There was plenty of opportunity to drink in information.

J ASON C ASLOR AND THE ALBERTA B AND A SSOCIATION W IND SYMPHONY

We also celebrate a number of other accomplishments,
including the Alberta Music Education Foundation’s 20th
Anniversary, and dozens of exceptional music teachers hard
work for student musical learning. This included
presentations from the Alberta Band Association, the Alberta
Registered Music Teachers’ Association, the Alberta Strings
Association, Choir Alberta, and the Alberta Music Education
Foundation’s Recognition Award presented to Linda Burwell.

There is no greater calling
than to teach music.
While the educators were learning, they were also
networking, either with other educators or with others in the
industry at the Marketplace. Barbershop Quartets, postsecondary institutions, instrument and sheet music retailers
and tour operators helped music teachers get the resources
they need for a successful year of learning.

W ORLD DRUMMING WITH ADAM M ASON

Speakers also presented new ideas, and educators generated
new approaches throughout the conference. Derek Oger
inspired many to consider the possibilities with digital
teaching using Conservatory Canada’s new tools. There were
reading sessions in band, jazz, choir at many age levels, and
studio music throughout the weekend.

Music Conference Alberta continues to be the premier
professional development activity for music educators in
Alberta, regardless of which genre, age level, or musical
interest they serve. As Maestro Brott explained, there is no
higher calling than to teach music, and the many music
educators who participated left feeling enriched and inspired.

For more photos from Music Conference
Alberta 2017, see the following pages.

As music educators, many are also interested in the
developments with the curriculum review at Alberta
Education. A session hosted by educators and
representatives from the curriculum review process was also
very well-attended.
Seeing our students perform successfully is always an
inspiration for a music educator, so no conference would be
complete without celebrating student success. The Gala

A BUSY M ARKETPLACE AT M USIC C ONFERENCE A LBERTA 2017
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A LBERTA STRING A SSOCIATION H ONOUR O RCHESTRA
E RIC M ARIENTHAL AND THE R IVER C ITY B IG B AND

C ORINNE STORY IN SHANNON H IEBERT ' S D YNAMIC D ICTION S ESSION

M ARY E LIZABETH ARCHER SHOWCASING OUR N EW S IGNAGE

A D ELICIOUS W AY TO C ELEBRATE AT OUR ANNUAL G ENERAL M EETING

A V ERY W ELL -A TTENDED A WARDS L UNCHEON

D ALE S OMMERVILLE WITH SOME GREAT TAX T IPS FOR M USICIANS

S YLVIA S HADICK -T AYLOR ON C ONTEMPORARY C ANADIAN C OMPOSITIONS

Music Conference Alberta 2018 is scheduled for
October 25-27 in Edmonton, Alberta.
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A K EYBOARDS FOR K IDS M USICIAN PERFORMING AT O RMSBY S CHOOL ON
D ECEMBER 14. P HOTO BY AMEF BOARD M EMBER ROBYN H ÉBERT .

By Crystal Krips
The 2016-2017 year was a year of continued success for the
Keyboards for Kids program, and we experienced some
growth as well. Programs operated in Edmonton, Red Deer,
Leduc, and we welcomed a new program at Ormsby School in
Edmonton. The Strings for Kids program continued its
operations in Fort McMurray, and Edmonton. Participants
learned violin in Fort McMurray and cello and bass in
Edmonton.
Keyboards for Kids and Strings for Kids have offered hundreds
of at-risk children the opportunity to participate in piano,
violin, cello or bass lessons during their lunch hour or after
school thanks to the dedicated support of volunteer teachers.
We are most appreciative to our teachers for sharing their
talents and expertise.
We continue to receive inquiries from prospective teachers
and schools about expanding into other communities in
Alberta. We will be expanding into St. Albert in January 2018
in a brand new school.
While these programs are very ably operated by the
volunteer teachers, we are in need of Provincial Coordinators
of our programs both in the North and in the South. Mathias
Silveira continues his excellent work as our Strings for Kids
North Coordinator. Mathias has been busy assessing our
string instrument and music inventory and has been looking
into ways to procure newer instruments while repairing the

Vol. 1, No. 2, December 20, 2017
present ones.
Maria Medlow is
taking on the role
of Strings for Kids
South
Coordinator, and
we are in need of
a Keyboards for
Kids Coordinator
in both the North
A T EACHER AND S TUDENT HARD AT WORK IN THE
and South
S T . T ERESA OF C ALCUTTA K EYBOARDS F OR K IDS
regions. If you
P ROGRAM . P HOTO SUBMITTED .
are able to assist
in these roles, please contact our Executive Director Crystal
Krips, who would love to connect with you! Also, if you or
someone you know would be interested in offering one of
these life-changing programs to youth in your area, please let
Crystal know.
Many of our received sponsorships support our Music for Kids
programs. The Gord Bamford Charitable Foundation helped
us replenish our fleet of keyboards, Myhre’s Music support
our Strings for Kids program with quality repairs, and Long &
McQuade provide us access to resources at a reasonable cost.
Continued support of these programs from these and new
sponsors will help us reach more children who would not be
able to participate in music lessons without the support of
our programs.
The Alberta Music Education Foundation is most thankful for
the volunteer teachers in each of these communities. Your
passion for the development of all children as lifelong
musickers is deeply appreciated!

Keyboards for Kids Programs
Teachers In Edmonton: Pat Frehlich, Carol MacKinnon-Hagan,
Helen Parks and Bethany Briones
Teacher in Leduc: Kennedy Ramirez
Teachers in Red Deer: Gloria Hulyk and Heather Standish

Strings for Kids Programs
Teacher in Fort McMurray: Peter Ellis
Teacher in Edmonton: John Fedor

T WO STUDENTS AT O RMSBY SCHOOL IN P ERFORMANCE D ECEMBER 14.
P HOTO BY AMEF B OARD M EMBER R OBYN H ÉBERT .
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Telling Their Stories
The Seniors/Students Edition
By Rolf Bertsch
The Alberta Music Education Foundation has partnered with
United Active Living Seniors Communities to create an
intergenerational story-telling project.
Beginning in February of 2018, five residents of the United
Active Living Communities in Fish Creek and in Garrison Green
will be paired with five music and drama students from
Bishop Carroll High School in Calgary, Alberta. With the help
of three facilitators, the seniors and students will work
together to dramatize each others’ stories about how music
was important during their respective teen years.
The project will be guided by teaching artist Samantha
Whelan, guitarist and composer Aaron Young, and DirectorProducer Joyce Doolittle. Doolittle is now a resident of the
United Active Living Community.
The Alberta Heritage Music Project began in 2007 as a project
instigated by Alberta Music Education Foundation member
Nathene Arthur, who implemented the project at the
Bethany Care Lodge in Cochrane, Alberta. Two years later it
was reintroduced in Fort McMurray by then-Board Chair Cara
McLeod with the Wood Buffalo Housing & Development
Corporation. Students, seniors, and organizers were all
deeply moved by the connections they created with one
another, and as Nathene Arthur best explained following the
original Alberta Heritage Music Project, those involved “made
the world a better place, if just for a little while, and we will
be the better person for our labours.”
This instalment of the Alberta Heritage Music Project will see
two concerts in April. Students will reveal their 10 short
performance pieces at both United Active Living Communities
in Calgary, Alberta.

F ROM THE ARCHIVES: P ARTICIPANTS OF THE 2009 ALBERTA H ERITAGE
M USIC P ROJECT , O RGANIZER C ARA M C L EOD S EATED .

artsVest Underway Once Again
By Crystal Krips
Over the past calendar year, the Alberta Music Education
Foundation participated in the artsVest program. This is a
program of Business for the Arts, funded by the Government
of Canada and Government of Alberta. artsVest is a matching
incentive and sponsorship training program, designed to
spark new business sponsorship of arts and culture and to
build capacity in Canada’s cultural sector. It provides smallto mid-sized arts and culture organizations with the expertise
and tools needed to develop sponsorship opportunities with
local business, through in-depth sponsorship training,
matching incentive funds and community networking events.
After taking part in over 25 hours of training and mentorship
sessions in addition to many hours of committee work, we
were successful in securing $8,250 in cash funding in 2017.
Because we exceeded the maximum required sponsorship
money to acquire the pre-approved matching funds, AMEF
has been selected and approved to receive some additional
matching funds. We are awaiting an update on the amount of
the additional funds and a payment date.
AMEF would like to sincerely thank our new sponsors who
participated in artsVest this past year:
 United Active Living: $3,750 cash sponsorship for Alberta
Heritage Music Project
 Steinway Calgary: $12,044 in-kind sponsorship for all
acoustic and digital pianos at Music Conference Alberta
in Red Deer, including tuning and delivery.
Going forward, AMEF has applied for and been accepted for a
second year in the artsVest program, and we have been preapproved for $3,500 in matching funds. We will take the next
few months to participate in the training and mentor
sessions, and to evaluate potential opportunities with new
sponsors and/or increasing the sponsorship level with our
current sponsors.

artsVest™ Alberta is operated by Business for the Arts,
the Government of Canada and the Government of Alberta.
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L INDA BURWELL ACCEPTED THE A LBERTA MUSIC EDUCATION F OUNDATION RECOGNITION AWARD FROM ROBERT GEORGE AT MCA 2017.

By Demi Knight, Southern Alberta Newspapers
This year, the prestigious Alberta Music Education Foundation
Recognition (AMEF) Award, which recognizes music teachers
across the province who have made a contribution in music
to students of all ages, was presented to Cardston’s Linda
Burwell.
“Every town has a Mr. or Mrs. Music,” said Alberta Music
Education Foundation vice-chair Robert George in presenting
the award to Burwell at the annual conference on Oct. 27.
“Linda is the Mrs. Music of Cardston.”
The award was presented in Red Deer during the annual
conference after Burwell was nominated by one her student’s
parents for her dedication, hard work and exceptional
teaching skills.
“She is the most amazing person who can turn any group of
children into a choir that is amazing. She has a gift with music
that she shares with every student,” said Beverley Gerard, a

parent of one of Burwell’s students, and the individual who
nominated her for the award.
With 30 years of experience in teaching music at Cardston
Elementary School, Burwell’s skills have enabled her
elementary choir program to receive multiple awards and
national recognition. With so much teaching success, George
added the award was overdue for Burwell.
“We have had, I think, for three years in a row now people
nominating Linda. It may actually be considered long
overdue, she is simply one of the best teachers of young
musicians I know.”
Burwell is the 12th recipient of the AMEF Award. After
hearing the news, she was not only ecstatic but at a loss for
words on how honoured she felt to be in such a position, says
George, who called Burwell days before the conference to
notify her of her accomplishment.
“She was a little bit overwhelmed. When I made the call she
was quite emotional and reduced to tears for a moment, but
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WE NEED YOU ON THE AMEF
BOARD
TREASURER NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

L INDA B URWELL AFTER RECEIVING THE A LBERTA MUSIC E DUCATION
F OUNDATION RECOGNITION AWARD .
once she’d gathered her emotions, her response was
ecstatic.”
With a focus on the arts and highlighting the importance
these educators make to not only their students’ lives but to
the richness of the community, the award recognizes many
local educators who deserve to be put in the spotlight for the
entire province.
“Usually the people that we’ve awarded have been in a place
long enough that they are part of the geography of that area,
and not all of the people have had an opportunity to be in a
position where anything more than just local recognition is a
possibility,” said George.
With the competition open for nominations throughout the
year until September 1, (the month before the award is
given), community members, colleagues and students are
encouraged to speak up and nominate these educators who
work so hard to teach music.
“Some years we get a dozen nominations and some years we
get three or four. It’s a prestigious award as it seems to be
given to those at the end of their career who have a full body
of work behind them. It shows that they’ve really made a
difference in music over a long period of time,” added George
of the award.
The award is given out each year during the Alberta Music
Conference. Online nominations are accepted every year by
visiting the Alberta Music Education Foundation’s website at
https://amef.ca/recognitionaward.php. Information about
the award and eligibility can also be found online through the
website. Nominations are already being accepted for the
2019 Award.

The Treasurer is a member of the Executive
Committee. The Treasurer works closely with the
Executive Director to ensure accurate accounts of
income and expenses, prepare and monitor a
budget, meet reporting requirements, and other
similar or related tasks. If you feel you can give of
your time in this regard, please contact us at
info@amef.ca, or (780) 409-8407.

OTHER POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Keyboards for Kids Coordinator – North
Keyboards for Kids Coordinator – South
Main tasks include arranging for instrument
maintenance and replacement, compiling FOIP
forms and other important documents, sharing
performance dates with members, and assisting
new programs in their setup.

Casino Coordinator
Much of the paperwork and initial work has been
completed, so largely the role for the Casino
Coordinator is to help seek out volunteers to fill the
various shifts.

Student Recognition Award Committee
This committee arranges the particulars around
accepting submissions from students, seeking out
those submissions, and connecting with
adjudicators to select each of our award recipients.

Marketing Committee
This committee contributes to the narrative of
AMEF by working on newsletters in both print and
electronic formats, press releases, social media and
the website’s maintenance.
To volunteer in any of these positions, please
contact us at info@amef.ca or (780) 409-8407.
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F ROM L EFT TO R IGHT : AMEF S ECRETARY J OEL W INDSOR , J ULIA C HAU (PEOPLE' S C HOICE , P IANO ), A MY C HAU (C OMMUNITY S ERVICE AWARD , P IANO ) AND
AMEF V ICE-C HAIR R OBERT G EORGE FOLLOWING THE PERFORMANCE BY ANGELA R YU (M USICAL E XCELLENCE AWARD , V IOLIN ) AND THE C HAUS' P ERFORMANCE AT
THE M USIC C ONFERENCE ALBERTA G ALA C ONCERT ; ANGELA R YU .

By Joel Windsor
Sitting backstage waiting to perform, Julia and Amy Chau are
fingering through their performances ahead of the Gala
Concert at Music Conference Alberta 2017.
The concert, featuring all three award-recipients of the
Student Recognition Award program for the Alberta Music
Education Foundation, was attended by over 200 music
educators from across Alberta, as well as performers in the
Alberta Band Association’s Wind Symphony and Choir
Alberta’s Honour Choir.
The Honour Choir performed first, giving the two performers
a chance to relax before the concert began. Elsewhere in Red
Deer College, Angela Ryu is doing some final warmups and
rehearsal ahead of her performance.
“I hated the waiting part,” said Amy Chau following the
performance. “I always hate the waiting part.”
Angela arrived not long before the Honour Choir finished, and
was ready to go directly onto the stage, explaining that she
too didn’t like to wait in the wings, and preferred the comfort
of a practice room.
“I only just started working with [accompanist Dale Wheeler]
on this piece, so it was a bit of a chance to relax into it.”
Julia was less anxious for the performance, but more anxious
for it to be over. “I tend to overthink it, and didn’t want to do
that.”
Julia Chau was selected as the People’s Choice by popular
vote with her performance of “The Lark” by Mikhael Glinka
and Mili Balakirev, which she performed once again at the
Gala Concert.

Amy Chau was selected for her Community Service through
music. Her submission demonstrated how she volunteers not
only for other youth learning the piano, but also throughout
her community in seniors lodging, in malls, and for service
clubs. She performed “Liebestraum No. 3” by Franz Liszt at
the Gala Concert.
Angela Ryu was selected as the recipient of the Music
Performance Excellence Award for her performance of the
first movement of Mozart’s Violin Concerto No. 2 in D Major,
although she performed a Fantasia on Themes from ‘Faust’
for the Gala Concert.
Following the performance, the students stayed to listen to
the Alberta Band Association’s Wind Symphony, and to greet
guests as the concert concluded. As any musician does, they
were critical of their performance, but most significantly of
the lighting on the stage.
“I couldn’t see anything, so I often just closed my eyes and
listened,” said Angela. “I find I play better that way
sometimes anyway.”
When asked what recommendation they had for the next
group of students submitting for the AMEF Student
Recognition Awards, the answer was simple.
“Play music you love”, said Amy, while the other two
performers nodded their heads vigorously in agreement.
“If you play music you enjoy, that will show through in the
video, and you will sound better for it,” added Angela.
Julia added one more suggestion: “just try, you’ll never know
what happens!”
Congratulations to our Student Recognition Award Winners.
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CALL FOR
SUBMISSIONS
AMEF is looking for submissions for inclusion in
The Clarion’s semi-annual publication.
Submissions must be relevant to the vision and mission of the
Alberta Music Education Foundation: Promoting the
advancement of music education.
We are looking for the following types of content:






Articles about amazing musical learning experiences
Articles about music students in our programs
Articles about unique music educational
programming
Research propositions and papers, new and old
Essays on music education pedagogy and/or
advocacy

If you have some content, or would like to generate some
content for The Clarion, please contact the Editor at
secretary@amef.ca.

2018 Saskatchewan Orchestral
Association International Saito
Conducting Workshop
July 21 - 28, 2018
in Saskatoon, SK, Canada
"The workshop is still one of the greatest life
changing moments in my career!" - Dr. Scott
MacLennan
"I had the most amazing time this week at the
International Saito Conducting Workshop! I learned
SO much that I will continue to use everyday in my
conducting life. I'm so grateful to Wayne Toews
Sensei for his high degree of expertise and warm
supportive approach to teaching. He is a true
Maestro!" - Dr. Dominic Gregorio
"This workshop was a life-changing experience. The
combination of a clear, concise methodology and
sequential pedagogy coupled with a vocabulary of
gestures make the Saito method superior. Mr. Toews
is a gifted musician and teacher and the entire
experience was incredible." -- Dr. Philip Baldwin
For more information, visit www.conductorschool.com.

